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Abstract: We have developed the method of calculation of the short-time cosmic ray intensity dynamics at
vicinity and into interior region of a large-scale solar wind disturbance. The method is based on the assumption
that the cosmic ray dynamics is determined mainly by regular electromagnetic field of the solar wind and
disturbance. Complex structure of the disturbance is taken into account at calculation: 1) the shock front being
the outer boundary of the disturbance, 2) the disturbed solar wind passing over the ICME; 3) ICME; 4) the
magnetic cloud placed into the ICME and occuping part of its volume. Comparison the calculation results and
measurements will allow to use measurements of the cosmic ray intensity with ground-level detectors as an
additional method to identify ICME and to develop a early detection method of disturbance approaching to Earth.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) most
strongly affect the condition of near Earth space and are
causes of the most powerful geomagnetic storms. An
ICME typically has a compound structure: (1) a shock
front, (2) compressed solar wind located behind the shock
front, (3) coronal mass ejecta proper, (4) and the magnetic
cloud (MC) that is an important ICME component and,
due to the characteristic magnetic field type (the magnetic
flux rope (MFR)) that causes the greatest effect on the
Earth’s magnetosphere and the spatial distribution of cos-
mic rays (CRs). When studying the action of ICMEs on
CRs, only a single component of the perturbation is now
considered, as a rule [1, 2]. There are several free param-
eters for describing the MCs magnetic field. It is still not
known how these parameters influence on spatial distribu-
tion of CRs. This work presents the calculation results of
CR flow properties crossing the MCs boundary in frame
of kinetic model.

2 MODEL
There is now no standard model of MC dynamics in inter-
planetary space. We propose to use the kinematic model
for this purpose because (i) the effect of a force free mag-
netic field on plasma dynamics is slight ( j⃗× B⃗<< 1); and
(ii) the kinetic energy of the flow substantially exceeds the
thermal energy (U >> cs). Here j and B are the MCs cur-
rent and magnetic field strength;U and cs are the flow ve-
locity and the speed of sound in matter. The kinematic ap-
proximation is used to describe nonstationary flows of the
solar wind [1, 3]. To determine the MCs magnetic field
strength, we assume that it initially has a torus shape and
its magnetic field corresponds to the solution in [4]. At sub-
sequent moments in time, the magnetic field is determined
from the condition of being frozen in, which is presented
as conservation of the magnetic flux across the area associ-
ated with the Lagrange particles of the flow. The proposed
model of MC dynamics in general corresponds to measure-
ments, since the velocity distribution of the Lagrange par-

ticle flow in the observed events, as a rule, is within a lim-
ited range, leading to approximate conservation of the MC
field MRF structure.
In the presented illustrative results it is assumed: the so-

lar wind expands radially with constant velocity of 400
km · s−1; the magnetic field is of the Parker type; i.e.,
Br = Bre(re/r)2, Bϕ = −Br tanΩr/U , Bθ = 0, where re
is astronomical unit; Bre = 3.5 · 10−5 G; Ω is the angular
speed of the Suns rotation; r is the heliocentric distance;
and Br, Bϕ , and Bθ are components of the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) relative to the heliocentric spherical
coordinate system.
It is accepted comparatively to MC: at an initial moment

in time, an MC has a torus shape with a radius of the
torus cross section equals to 0.16 re, the torus axis lies
at a distance of 0.47 re from the Sun; the components of
the toruss magnetic field satisfy the solution in [4]; the
magnetic field strength on the torus axis is 20 · 10−5 G;
and the structure of the torus magnetic field is of the SWN
(south west north) type. The expansion of the torus during
its motion is due to the radial flow, the Lagrange particles
of which have a velocity linear distribution at space of
600 to 400 km · s−1. Angular size of the torus equals π/2
relative to heliocentric system coordinate. The torus center
is at plane of solar equator.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CRs in front of MC’s surface can be represented as a set
of sources. In a section perpendicular to the axis of the
torus, the position of the source is given by the radius vec-
tor and the angle. Radius vector connects the torus center
with point being from the torus boundary to a distance of
0.5 RL, where RL is Larmor radius of particle. The angle
is measured from a line passing through the center of the
heliocentric system and the torus axis. We assume that the
CR intensity in front of MC is isotropic and homogeneous.
In this case, the particle flux dI passed through surface ele-
ment into the torus is dI = (nV/4)ηdS, η =

!
cosγdΩ/π .

Here n, V are number particle density and speed; γ is an-
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Figure 1: The angular dependence of η calculated for 4-th CR energies and for 4-th time moments in case of torus the
axis of which located at plane of the solar equator. a) for particles with energy 5 GeV; b) for particles with energy 10 GeV;
c) for particles with energy 30 GeV and d) for particles with energy 50 GeV. Black line for time moment -24 hour, red
line for time moment -18 hour, green line for time moment -12 hour and blue line for time moment -6 hour.

gle between the surface element normal and speed; dΩ is
differential of solid angle, η is fraction of the particle flux
crossed surface element and entered the torus. Fractions of
flux η with cosγ > 0 — initially directed to the torus —
and with cosγ < 0 — initially directed from the torus —
are calculated separately and than added together.
The all possible trajectory directions are examined at

the calculation. The angular dependences of η calculated
for 4-th CR energies and for 4-th time moments for torus
the axis of which located at plane of the solar equator are
shown in Figs. 1a-1d. In this case the angular distributions
of η coincide at different cross-sections of the torus be-
cause IMF and the torus magnetic field have axial symme-
try. Denoted time moments (-24, -18, -12, -6 hours) cor-
respond to an time interval before the MC arrival to the
Earth’s orbit. As can be seen from the Figs. η monotoni-
cally increase depending on time at all angles and for all en-
ergies. At solid angular integrating the particle trajectories
passed into the torus are taken into account only. Differ-
ence η from 1 is due to fact that some CRs moving to the
torus by–pass it. Such difference is more for CRs having
more energy as their Larmor’s radii are more. CRs falling
on the torus boundary and reflecting from it are absent. Pre-
sumably, this is due to the azimuthal magnetic field at the
torus biundary. The η equals 2 at the rear part of the torus
surface. It’s due to fact that CRs moving initially away
from the MC return to it in consequence of their reflecting
from the magnetic mirror located near the Sun. The range
of angles having the particle reflections decreases with in-
creasing CR energy. There is no CR reflections having en-
ergy more than 50 GeV (Fig. 1d). The particle flux enter-
ing the torus can be determined with use the obtained an-

gular distributions η depending on CR energy and time. In
case when the MC has a small speed relative to the solar
wind it’s believed that the CRs may pass across the whole
MC boundary.
Integrating η on the MCs surface the whole CR flux en-

tering the MC (I) can be detarmined for CRs with different
energies and different time moments. These functions are
shown in Fig.2 by solid curves. As seen the difference of
fluxes ∆I = I(5 GeV )− I(50 GeV ) changes from 0.08 to
0.18 during propagation the MC. Thus the spectral index
of CR flux entering the torus is more than one of CR spec-
trum that are in the surrounding space.
When the MC is in a ICME moving with high speed rel-

ative to the solar wind it’s expected that CR flux through
the rear part of the boundary is absent as in this case CRs
are necessary to pass a considerable distance across the
ICME magnetic field. In Fig.2 the dashed curves represent
CR flows with different energies without part of the flux
through rear surface of the torus. In this case the flux dif-
ference changes from 0.04 to 0.14.
The MCs may have a different orientation in the inter-

planetary space. Fig.3 shows the η distributions of CRs
with energy 10 GeV at the initial time moment in case of
MC the axis of which is vertical to plane of the solar equa-
tor. In the Fig. a collection of points in red are η distribu-
tions of 10-th cross-sections of the torus with step 9 de-
grees. The η distrinutions change in consequence of lati-
tude dependence of the IMF.
For convenience of comparison the solid curve shows η

distribution in case of a horizontal MC too. As can be seen
the main difference is the shift of angle region occupied by
the CRs reflected from the magnetic mirror of the IMF to
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Figure 2: CR flux entering the torus depending on time. The solid curves represent CR fluxes through whole torus
boundary. The dushed curves represent CR fluxes without ones through rear side of the MC surface. It’s used following
notations: black curve is CR flux with energy 5 GeV; red — 10 GeV; cian — 20 GeV; green — 30 GeV and blue — 50
GeV.
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Figure 3: The η distribution of CR fluxes with energy 10
GeV passing across the boundary MC — the solar wind
at initial moment of time depending on angle. Black curve
represents distribution at single cross-section of the torus
in case MC which axis located at plane of the solar equator
and collection points in red represent distributions at 10-th
cross-sections of the torus with step 9 degrees in case MC
which axis is perpendicular to plane of the solar equator.

range of larger angles. This change is caused by a spiral
view of the IMF.

4 CONCLUSION
• The model of MC presented as torus with character-
istic structure of the magnetic field propagating in
the interplanetary space has been proposed.

• The method for calculating the CR flow passing
across the MC — solar wind boundary has been de-
veloped.

• The angular dependence CR fluxes entering the
torus from the interplanetary space depending on CR
energies, time and orientation of MC has been deter-
mined.

• It’s shown that the spectral index of CR flow incom-
ing to the MC is more than one of the CR spectrum
that are in the surrounding space.
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